
                                            Flywheel and Drum Belt  Instructions  model H
First, set  the front drum at the shortest position in order to reduce belt tension and ease the reassembly. 
Now separate the upper and lower frames. Do this by gripping the front drum and sliding the upper 
frame backwards against the spring force while pulling slightly upwards. The front frame wheels will 
pop up through slots in the lower frame as shown in fig1. Let the sliding  frame  return to the  forward 
position, and then unhook the spring cord to release all tension.  Now do the same to the rear by sliding 
the upper frame forward until the rear frame wheels pop up. Remove the second spring cord and the 
frames can now be separated for service.
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Next remove the retaining bolt from the bumper bars (fig2), on the flywheel side only. Then remove the 
flywheel by first releasing the belt tensioner and rolling the belt out of the flywheel pulley groove and 
then remove the center bolt and washer stack (fig3). Note the order of the washer stack for proper 
reassembly. The flywheel will now slide off the axle shaft. Note there are 3 washers behind the 
flywheel which must stay on the flywheel shaft for proper frame clearance (fig4).  
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Now the drum nuts should be removed from the flywheel side of both rear drums (fig5). Then loosen 
(but do not remove) BOTH hand knobs which retain the front drum(fig6). You may now gently spread 
the frame from the rear drums just far enough to remove the flywheel belt or drum belt(fig7-8).
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The procedure for reassembly is an exact reversal of the disassembly steps. Note the proper belt routing 
over the spring tensioner (fig9)

  Fig 9   model H belt routing                                           spring cords are marked to prevent twisting 


